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YOUTH
FIRST TIME VOTER
"Youth should be given a chance to take an active part in the
decision-making at local, national and global levels”
United Nations Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon
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EDITORIAL

The term "first time voter" can be defined in different

should also make use of methods and materials which are

ways. It is often taken to mean those young people who

particular appropriate to this target group.

are reaching voting age and therefore are facing their
first opportunity to vote, but it could also be defined to
include those who are not allowed to vote (for example
because of lack of citizenship or conviction) in previous
elections and subsequently are allowed to vote. An even
broader definition would include older people who,
having not voted previously despite being allowed to
vote, choose to vote. The below text mainly refers to
people included in the first definition, i.e. people
reaching the voting age.

There are many hurdles to voter participation by young
people related to the registration process. Attempts to
obtain identity documents, drivers’ licenses, voter cards,
job benefits, and educational support often leave young
people skeptical of the state, and that skepticism can
extend to elections. This is a particular problem for
young people making their own way in the world
because their parents or their community are unable to
give them access or support. The poor are thus
particularly susceptible to being shut out early on. It is

There is if too many young people neglect their right to

therefore critical that government and civil societies play

vote, this with subsequently skew political life and

a role not only in civic education but in the support

destabilize society. In turn, this can lead to young people

young people need to become self-reliant and active in

becoming a marginalized group. This is a particular

public life.

problem for developing countries, which tend to have a
majority of young people. However, older democracies
also have cause to worry about the youth vote.

In this very edition of Illume, keeping in view the
importance of above-mentioned topic ‘Youth as a First
Time Voter’, we have tried our level best to give solution

There have been many different programs to educate

to the problems faced by youth, pre and post elections,

young people about their role as citizens, their rights and

by interviewing Secretary Election Commission of

responsibilities, the importance of voting, and how best

Pakistan. This quarter’s Illume also includes regular

to make voter choices and hold those they vote for

activities of HRDN.

accountable between elections. These campaigns are
often a mix of popular media, above the line advertising,
cultural events in a youth idiom, social events, peer

We will be waiting for your feedback and suggestions at
maria.qibtia@hrdn.net

education and the use of celebrities and political

Happy Reading

exemplars. Educators who are concerned about reaching

☺

out to the first-time voter should therefore consider
making use of various techniques from this topic area
based on their best assessment of the needs and
aspirations of the particular group being targeted. They

Maria Qibtia
POCommunication
& Networking
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ARTICLE

YOUTH AS A BUILDING BLOCK OF NATION
ALI SHAN - International Relations, Quaid-e-Azam University

T

here are certain factors on which a developed

The strategies, plans and improvement work of the

society is based on and one of the major factor

country can best be actualized by youth. They are

of its prosperity is youth empowerment.

progressively eager and fiery and if their potential is

Young people assume a significant job in advancement

utilized the correct way, they can guarantee quick

and improvement of our country as they comprise a

advancement.

larger part segment of the absolute populace of the
nation. The endeavors of youth can help in quick
development and advancement of our country. Youth
are the building blocks in the economic and social
development of a nation. Knowledgeable and prepared
young people contribute their aptitudes in pretty much
every division in a creating economy. They give their
administrations

as

specialists,

heads,

educators,

speakers, and in other several capacities. The vitality
level and certainty of young people make them go out on
a limb and accomplish new statures in their particular
spaces. Young people in a country, make a gainful and
effective condition helpful for prudent and social
advancement of the country.
Youth constitutes major portion of the total national
population. Around 25 percent populace of the world is
youth. Such a noteworthy bit of the populace assumes a
significant job in the improvement of the country and
can't be disregarded. The assurance and vitality with
which youth can work makes them the most significant
and competent residents of the country. Nonetheless, it
is significant that the adolescent gets the opportunity to
practice their right to speak freely, thoughts and
suppositions. They ought to get the correct

stage to

voice their feelings, share their thoughts and grandstand
their ability. Youth is when imaginative and innovative
musings and thoughts spring up as a top priority and
which shape up the network and the country, we live in.

There are three key components that contribute towards
the advancement of a country. These are training, work
and strengthening. A country creates at an enduring pace
when the young people of the nation is instructed and
their training is put to right utilize. Youth isn't just the
accomplice of today yet in addition the pioneer of
tomorrow. Youth is loaded with vitality and energy to
learn, act and accomplish. They are the social on-screen
characters who can perform to acquire progressive
changes and improvement in the society. The
cooperation of youth is must to accomplish any sort of
future objectives of success, advancement, harmony and
security.
So also, for the advancement of our country, youth has
the most critical task to carry out. On the off chance that
our country is to accomplish advance in the field of
science, innovation, accounts, wellbeing, development
the ardent and genuine cooperation of youth is required.
The vitality, imagination, excitement, assurance and
soul of youth ought to be channelized to accomplish
advance. To guarantee interest of the adolescents in
national advancement, they should be empowered and
upheld by their folks, common society and government.
Giving

quality

instruction,

work

openings

and

strengthening to the adolescents are key factors in
accomplishing advancement and improvement of the
country. Young people merit rights to get instructed, to
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interface and to address about equity, correspondence

have stayed undervalued by the general public. Young

and opportunity.

people have additionally remained avoided from
society's significant financial choices. Adolescents have

Youth is the basic factor of any nation, so the most
important task they have to carry out is the process of

been abused in different parts by their seniors and more
often than not they end up as most minimal recipients.

voting. Voting is one which changes the whole dynamics
of politics, and youth is one which should come forward

Hence, the intensity of youth ought to be utilized

to cast a ballot because they have the capacity to change

shrewdly for the advancement of our country. It is

the world and open the doors of new horizons that will

imperative to outline strategies which target engaging

lead them to a prosper world.

our young people to guarantee better tomorrow and more
promising time to come. They have fire in them to fly

The rising worldwide agreement on youth advancement
underlines the need to incorporate the viewpoint of
young

people

improvement
adolescents

during
with

in

the

the

national

time

viable

spent

national

commitment

advancement

of

practice.

Throughout the years, there has been an expansion in
mindfulness about the significant job young people can
play in feasible improvement of the country.
Young people have been making huge commitment in
the improvement of our general public. There is not
really any field, be it social, social or monetary
advancement of the country, where young people have
not assumed their job. They make tremendous
commitments to the network at all levels as models, onscreen characters, social laborers, productive scholars,
players, etc.
However,

notwithstanding

their

important

commitment towards the improvement procedure they

high and pursue the sky. Along these lines, in the event
that the intensity of youth is utilized astutely and
ideally, at that point it can definitely prompt the national
improvement.

INTERVEIW CORNER

Nighat Siddiqui

Ms. Siddique is an Additional Director General
and heads the Gender Wing at the Election
Commission of Pakistan. She has done LLM
from Melbourne Law School, Australia and
also holds a Masters degree in Gender
Studies. She has around 25 years of

experience in policy development and

mechanism, food security and land rights for

implementation, advocacy and research on

vulnerable groups, and gender sensitive

inclusive processes. She has worked

Disaster Risk Reduction and Disaster

extensively on women’s issues, PWDs,

Management. She is a regional trainer on

transgender

their

Peace and Conflict Resolution, M&E, a BRIDGE

vulnerability issues and minorities, both in

Workshop facilitator. Currently, at ECP she is

public sector as well as with International

leading ‘Female NIC and Voter Registration

Organizations in Pakistan and abroad. Her

Campaign’ with NADRA and Civil Society

expertise relates to Inclusive Electoral

Organizations in 103 districts of Pakistan and

Processes, Gender and Election Monitoring

in 7 months the campaign managed to get 4.3

Missions, gender sensitive legislative and

Million women NICs registered.

community

and

administrative reforms, International Laws their

implementation

and

reporting

What are the main responsibilities and mandate of ECP

representatives.

for the electoral process?

International NGO’s and Civil Society Organizations

Ms. Nighat: The major responsibilities of Election
Commission of Pakistan are conducting free, fair and
inclusive elections in Pakistan in order to strengthen
democracy where people have the right to choose their
leaders from their constituency.

ECP

collaborated

with

various

working in Pakistan and initiated various campaigns
including awareness raising seminars and walks, street
theatres,

debates

and

declamations

in

various

universities and colleges. ECP tried hard to make these
elections inclusive by engaging women, transgender and
differently abled (disable) persons. These people that are

What are the specific programs/ campaigns in Pakistan

major portion of population and are neglected or not

to educate young people about their roles and

considered important enough to be involved in electoral

responsibilities as citizen and their right to vote?

process. So, an effort was made to bring them onboard
making elections more inclusive and accessible for every

Ms. Nighat: ECP’s major campaign for awareness was
initiated as “Civic & Voter Education Campaign” that
was successfully implemented in major cities and rural
areas of Pakistan. The second program was focusing and
engaging citizens for long term. In this regard, “District
Voter Education Committees” were formed in each
district and the members were from civil society,
academia, youth representatives and media

citizen of Pakistan.
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How you will elaborate the term First time voter? In

being conducted. The results were shocking. The turnout

Uzbekistan, the government has registered 2 million

rate in Khurram agency of female voters were 44%. This

voters recently. What strategies have been implemented

huge participation of women was the outcome of the

by ECP to register a greater number of young people as

training

voters?

conducted in Universities.

Ms.

Nighat:

Election

Commission

of

that Election

Commission

of

Pakistan

Pakistan

How much budget is allocated by the government or the

formulated Consortium of Universities in Pakistan in

Commission for such type of campaign for first time

order to raise awareness about Electoral process and its

voters in elections?

importance in the development of Pakistan. Through
this ECP formed a group of 400 volunteers especially
from Newly Merged Districts of KPK before the last
elections. These students were given trainings on
awareness raising sessions and provided IEC material
for dissemination among their indigenous communities.
This pilot project was a huge success as there was an

Ms. Nighat: Election Commission of Pakistan has
limited resources. We collaborate with INGO’s and
other civil society organizations to fund these
campaigns. We plan and design our Voter Education
Campaigns ourselves and also collaborate with our
development partners for such campaigns.

encouraging number of women voter turnout during the

What are the main obstacles or barriers faced by Election

NMDs election. The target audience for these activities

commission of Pakistan?

was youth group because they now make masses,
holding more than 60% population of Pakistan. Major

Ms. Nighat: Major blockades that we at ECP faces are

responsibility

conduct

reaching-out to grass root level communities in urban

Declamations, Mock Polls, and use of social media for

and rural areas. However, accessibility of women,

of

consortium

was

to

dissemination of messages. ECP also collaborated with

transgender, and differently abled (disable) to electoral

NADRA and Civil Society on NIC/ Voter Registration

process is also essential. Cultural barriers and lack of

campaign and registered close to 5 Million female voters,

information to masses needs to be tackled on urgent

the campaign is in its third phase.

basis. ECP is trying hard to disseminate information by
collaborating with public and private sector.

What measures have been adopted by ECP in engaging
youth through inclusive approach? Can you specify any

Local government elections are coming up. What role

program exclusively for girls across Pakistan especially

the young voters can play in that? How the youth does

with the focus on Rural and newly merged areas?

matters in election or casting vote?

Ms. Nighat: The idea of Consortium has supported

Ms. Nighat: Youth has a major role in upcoming local

elections tremendously and the results were amazing.

government elections. Even they can contest these

We engaged these young people by giving them “One

elections. It would be great that young people come in

Day Training” on Importance of Vote. Students from

decision making so that they can decide for their future.

rural and newly merged areas were specifically targeted

Youth as more than 60% population can shape this

because that was where the first-time elections were

country future.

Are there any attraction or incentives for the young

Millions of people are using Facebook in Pakistan. We

people to register their selves for the electoral rolls? Can

are trying to engage other social media networks too.

the young voter effect the turnout of elections?
How private sector or development sector (especially we
Ms. Nighat: Well, the incentive would be that they are

HRDN) can partner with ECP in fulfilling the mandate

contributing towards strong democracy and I believe

to empower youth for forthcoming elections?

that shaping your future is one great incentive. Youth
are more than half of the population of Pakistan and
their turnout can change the fate of elections. They just
need to participate in it.

Ms. Nighat: We are already working with civil society
organizations in each province. ECP can collaborate
with HRDN as member of our Gender and Disabilities
Electoral Working Group in organizing Seminars,

What role print and electronic media is playing for the

Awareness Walks for Women participation in electoral

sensitization of first-time voter and their registration?

processes.

Ms. Nighat: ECP used various platforms for awareness

Any message for the first-time voters and youth to be

campaigns and pushing all citizens to use their right to

the pivotal part for Pakistani political progress.

vote. Few of the platforms were Social Media, various
FM channels, poster and pictorial images of voting,

Ms. Nighat: My message for young people is to:

campaign on utility bills and bill boards. ECP also used

1.

ATM machines for advertisements and installed

vote count. Use power of your vote and choose your

standees at the banks and hospital entrances.

representatives for next five years.

Is there any program by ECP to sensitize our youth

2.

through the use of social media? Have you ever thought

family members suggest) is taking your rights, vote to

of be a partner with Facebook/ twitter for prompting

the person of your choice and vote independently.

digital literacy?

Protect your rights rather than waiting for someone to

Ms. Nighat: Recently, we have started collaboration

Understand the power of Vote because every

Braadri System (women vote where their male

protect them for you.

with Facebook and will definitely use this platform.

2
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Quarterly Activities (July-Sep, 2019)
HRDN Representation in ‘Leadership Academy for
Strategic Perspective in NPO’ by Ms. Robeela Bangash
at Scotland from July 13th till July 20th, 2019.

Group Photo at Leadership Academy Scotland

Workshop on Media Anchoring and Public Relations was
held at IRM Complex on July 25th, 2019 for the interns of
HRDN and IRM. The sessions were delivered by renowned
media trainer Mr. Ahmed Sagheer.

Training Participants of Media Anchoring

Tree Plantation activity was conducted by HRDN Staff at the premises of IRM Complex on September 12th, 2019. The
campaign at large scale will be conducted in coming months.

Tree Plantation drive by HRDN Team

JAM

6th JOIN A MOVEMENT TO UZBEKISTAN
“(JAM) Join A Movement” is an initiative of HRDN to provide a proliﬁc experience for professionals to fuel their
imagination and dreams, awaken a sense of self renewal, lightness and delight. This exquisite program is specially
designed for the valued members of HRDN to explore and learn from the cultural diversity that exists in the world.

HRDN planned to hold JAM-2019 this year to visit three imperial and cultural cities of Uzbekistan i.e. Tashkent, Bukhara
& Samarkand from September 14th-21st, 2019. The plan was perfectly tailored for 7 days including exposure visits and
conference on ‘New Dimensions of Leadership & Millennials’.

2
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BOOK REVEIW
The book “Is Voting for Young People? covers some major portion of young people that are less interested in politics and
are neutrally looking towards voting. It also leaves some question for everyone
about the importance of voting in strengthening democracy. This book also
explores the reasons why the young are less and less likely to follow politics and
vote in the United States, as well as in many other established democracies, and
suggests ways of changing that.
The youth of today do not feel political activism, which is indeed a part of being
a sign of active citizen. However, media is changing the conventional model of

a

targeting audience.
The author Martin P. Wattenberg describes the role of social media which is
deriving youth in a very fast mode. It can be a good sign or it can also lead to
catastrophe. In 1900’s media was used as a tool for propaganda and wasted
interests but now social media has given the freedom to express what everyone
wants to say.
Wattenberg argues, the systems are made by old people and as such, the young people are kept from exploring their full
potential in many contexts including politics. The following literature reviews the book, giving supportive evidence
which led to his conclusions that the youth do not participate in such civic duties, in addition to his suggested solutions.
The main argument in the book makes sense that is, it is logical. Since times in memorial, the American young adult
class has always set itself aside from
political matters. This is evident first by comparing the number of political leaders who are young adults versus the “old”
people. The obvious is that fewer youth are seen in the political screens. Additionally, and forming Wattenberg’s main
argument, the youth shy away, or are ignorant when it comes to voting. This is chiefly so because they claim that their
votes are meaningless, and that politics do not mean much to them. Throughout the evidence provided, the author does
not seem to acknowledge any significant participation of youth in politics, creating some bias in presenting the opposing
and proposing worldviews.
In the introductory chapters, Wattenberg states that with the advance of time, more and more youth are turning down
voting. According to him, the biggest problem with youths is that they have the mentality that politicians do not perceive
of their votes as being important, and therefore choose not to bother. This in turn creates a repelling reaction from the
politicians who feel that since the youth do not value politics, then they have no mandate to accord them. This assertion
is particularly open and true since many polls’ evaluation reveal that the young generation finds politics “boring’ and
only for the elderly. Again, less youth vote in general elections. Wattenberg furthers his stance on the matter by
incorporating more evidence derived from opinion polls.

PLAN FOR UPCOMING QUARTER
20th All Members Meeting – November, 2019 (AMM)
Meeting with Pakistan Centre for Philanthropy –
For the last two decades, HRDN has continued the tradition December, 2019
of holding All Members Meeting (AMM) for both updating

CEO HRDN Mrs. Robeela Bangash will meet Mrs.
HRDN members about network’s performance in the previous Shazia Maqsood Amjad, CEO PCP. The agenda of the
year, and at the same time inviting their feedback for meeting would be discussing PCP Certification and preenhancing the effectiveness and relevance of network’s documentation for newly established Community
Based Organization / Civil Society Organization.
activities in the future. AMM is one of the most sought out
events of social sector and attracts participation from top of the Meeting at COMSATS Headquarter for Conference –
line prestigious national and international NGOs, funding December, 2019
agencies, Government, and Academic & Research Institutions. HRDN will be collaborating with COMSATS
This event provides opportunity of networking, learning and Headquarter in organizing Conference on China
knowledge sharing to development professional and members Pakistan Economic Corridor and its Impact on Youth
Employment in Pakistan. High officials from Chinese
of HRDN. We will be organizing 20th AMM on HRDNhe Embassy will be invited as quests speakers.
completion of 20 year journey.
Meeting with JICA – December, 2019
Networking Event of Peshawar Chapter – October, 2019
HRDN Secretariat will meet JICA team at Islamabad
office about future collaborations and opportunities for
HRDN Peshawar Chapter will organize seminar on
youth of Pakistan.
“Senior Citizens assets to Millennials”. Seminar will
also covered dialogue with members for the revival of
Training on SDG’s with QAU students – December,
Peshawar City Chapter. The event will be hosted by
2019
CRDO.
HRDN collaborated with Oxfam on the project of
“Sustainable Development Goals and Youth of Pakistan”.
Meeting with Pakistan Microfinance Network –
Around 06 Universities in Rawalpindi/Islamabad are
December, 2019
targeted that includes; Quaid-i-Azam University,
Fatima Jinnah Women University, National
A new chapter of partnership will start between HRDN
University of Sciences Technology, Bahria University,
and PMN. Partnership meeting will be held with
Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid Agriculture University. A
Pakistan Microfinance Network (PMN) at HRD
series of trainings will be initiated and the very first
Network Secretariat. Agenda would be “Taking a stock
session will be held with students of Quaid-i-Azam
of the developments made so far on the idea proposed by
University. The training will focus on 05 selected
the CEO NRSP with regards to ‘Learning Exposure visit
SDG’s. The training will equip students with
of NRSP’s Credit Officers’ in collaboration with PMN
understandings about Sustainable Development Goals
and HRDN”. NRSP plans providing learning exposure
(SDG’s) and later on, they will design social action
to its Credit Officers to some foreign country and has
projects.
asked HRDN and PMN to jointly plan a learning-cumexposure event.

For any further information contact:
Ms. Maria Qibtia (MQ) maria.qibtia@hrdn.net
Cell | 0323-5433142
Office | 051-8742215
HRDN, #7, SUNRISE AVENUE, MAIN PARK ROAD, NEAR COMSATS UNIVERSITY, ISLAMABAD.

